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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report describes a computerized medical database system designed to track the health

and study related risk exposures and adverse incidents of soldiers participating as volunteer test

subjects in USARIEM human-use research studies. It also facilitates the coordination of care among

the numerous USARIEM medical monitors and NRDEC Test Subject Medical Officer.

The Test Subject Medical Database System (TSMDBS) establishes a computerized medical

data collection structure, central data repository, on-line statistical analysis, and automatic report

generating capabilities. The data are collected via computer terminals at locations where medical

monitors and Test Subject physician supervise Test Subjects participating in environmental stress

studies. The data collected at remote computer terminals are transmitted via modems and local area

network lines to secure digital storage media at USARIEM.

Database file access is controlled using methods to ensure Test Subject confidentiality and

anonymity with regard to medical information. Only physician users are allowed access to medical

details in the database.

This system enables the USARIEM Commander, USARIEM Medical Advisor, USARIEM

medical monitors, and the NRDEC Test Subject Medical Officer to have an on-line computer

resource for real-time tracking of health indices and risk exposures of Test Subjects.



INTRODUCTION

The US Army Natick Research Development and Engineering Center (NRDEC) maintains a

platoon of US Army enlisted soldiers who participate, on a voluntary basis, as test subjects (TS) in

USARIEM human use research studies. The NRDEC Army health clinic provides initial and

recurrent physical exams, study participation clearances, and primary care for members of the test

subject platoon. USARIEM medical monitors (physicians) provide independent medical supervision

to protect the health and well-being of the test subjects while they are participating in studies.

Medical monitors ensure that study conditions and physiologic parameters do not exceed those

explicitly approved by the research proposal review process and determine, on a daily basis, whether

test subjects are in adequate physical and mental condition to participate in studies. They may

remove test subjects from studies for any reason but do so particularly for signs of excessive stress or

difficulty. Medical monitors provide on-site evaluation and treatment when necessary and document

adverse study related medical incidents in test subjects' medical records. They also refer test subjects

who are ill or have had an adverse study related incident to the NRDEC clinic Test Subject Medical

Officer (TSMO) for further evaluation and disposition.

There are at least three principal problems with the current paper-based noncomputerized

method of documenting and tracking the risk exposures and health of the Test Subjects that a

distributed computer-based Test Subject Medical Database System (TSMDBS) can resolve:

I. Tracking study related incidents is labor intensive and cumbersome. It involves

physically searching through, and collating, medical notes from test subject health

records at the NRDEC health clinic as well as study related incident memos from

medical monitors and principal investigators. Since these individuals work in different

locations, collecting such data involves considerable time and effort. The fact that

medical monitors must leave study sites and ambulate to the medical clinic to enter

medical notes into the test subject medical records leads to underreporting of the

study-related medical problems that are evaluated and resolved at the study site.
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2. Because of frequent rotation of medical monitors during the course of a study, it is

difficult for medical monito"- to remain current about the health of the test subjects.

Unless test subject medti4 records are reviewed daily by the medical monitors, it may

not be known for example, that a test subject has been recently evaluated at the clinic

for a condition that should exclude, at least temporarily, the test subject from further

p., ticipation in a study. Or, it may not be known that a medical incident for which a test

subject requires follow-up was recorded in the medical records by a previous medical

monitor.

3. Statistical information for qualitative and quantitative assessment of risk exposures and

health outcomes is not readily available. Determining which study related exposures are

actually resulting in adverse outcomes is difficult and only sporadically summarized.

The current unavailability of such information results in a less objective assesment of

risk by the USARIEM Human Use Review Committee (HURC) than otherwise would

be possible. Computerized tracking and reporting of study related Test Subject risk

exposure and adverse incident data could be useful to members of the USARIEM

HURC when reviewing research proposals. Current determinations of study related

risks by HURC are primarily subjective or predicated on theoretical possibilities.

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

The Test Subject Medical Database System (TSMDBS) requires the collection and

processing of data and information pertaining to the health of the test subjects as well as a variety of

supporting demographic and administrative data. This data is dynamic, often changing on a daily or

weekly basis. For example, initial test subject medical evaluations or examinations as well as

clearance status for continuing participation in USARIEM research studies must be updated each

time there is a medical evaluation of a Test Subject's health.
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Data relevant to the database are currently collected by the USARIEM medical monitors,

the NRDEC Test Subject Medical Officer (TSMO), the NRDEC Test Subject Coordinator

(TSCoord), and the USARIEM principal investigators.

Within a research proposal, a principal investigator (PI) describes the study schedule,

conditions, and procedures. The extent to which a PI assesses the risks to TSs is reflected in the

research proposal and the accompanying TS study participation consent form. The research proposal

is submitted to the USARIEM Scientific Review Committee and USARIEM HURC for review. The

HURC evaluates the proposal to determine whether it complies with guidelines and restrictions

stated in the Type Protocol (USARIEM Type Protocol. 1992), whether all significant risks have been

explicitly identified, whether some risks have been underestimated, and whether appropriate

measures will be taken to mitigate the risks. In addition, the Committee ensures that the informed

consent document explains the risks associated with the study in a manner that can be easily

understood by a TS. Studies are categorized by HURC as either minimal or more than minimal risk.

All study proposals and recommendations of the HURC are subsequently reviewed by the

USARIEM Commander. Those study proposals considered to pose more than minimal risk to TSs

are also forwarded to the next level of Command i.e., to the USAMRDC Human Use Review Office

for further review and guidance.

When a research study is in progress, the principal investigator or designated research

assistants record the daily chamber or environmental test conditions as well as TS responses in

official laboratory notebooks. Medical monitors (military physicians at USARIEM) evaluate any

significant changes in TS health status while research studies are in progress. The TSMO, at the

NRDEC clinic, conducts the initial and periodic TS clearance examinations, evaluates TSs who come

to sick call for nonstudy related problems, and provides backup medical support for TSs referred by

a medical monitor for evaluation or follow-up of the consequences of a study related incident.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

The forms, locations, and schedules utilized to collect demographic, medical, and

administrative information about test 3ubjects served as guides for suggesting the design of the

computer-based data entry forms for the TSMDBS as well as to whom various data entry tasks

should be delegated. After data have been accurately entered into the TSMDBS, the data can be

processed by the use of form based queries or indexing, sorting, and data manipulation schemes

using standardized Structured Query Language (SQL) commands to retrieve and/or synthesize the

desired output. Reports can be structured to summarize TS risk exposures, health profiles, medical

clearance status, and other useful information..

Confidentiality of medical data is an important consideration for medical databases. Not all

data, however, require identical levels of protection. Reports that provide statistical summaries of

TSs' health as groups or subgroups need not be as limited in access as reports that list details of

patient-physician encounters or that include identifiers that could allow direct linkage of sensitive

personal or medical information to a specific TS. Accordingly, the database was designed to provide

a hierarchical access scheme based on database user types or classes. These classes include: the

USARIEM Commander, USARIEM medical monitors and TSMO, PIs, TSCoord, and TSMDBS

administrator or manager. As discussed subsequently, a TSMIDBS Committee can provide a means

for defining user types and controlling who is given access to the database.

Database access restrictions were impiemented using a sequential security method. No users

are permitted direct access to the database to copy or download medical database files. This is a

basic access limiting safeguard. Another security measure is that the prospective database user must

request access from the TSMDBS manager who determines whether that individual has a legitimate

need to access the database (determined by a database committee as discussed below), whether that

person is on the approved database access list, and, if so, to which class the user belongs. The

database user is then given a computer account username and password to allow access to the

database but only via menus that are tailored to the specific category of username. For example, the

TSCoord is assigned an administrator class username. She/he may then enter and retrieve test subject
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demographic information, study descriptions, risk exposure, as well as the most current list of test

subjects according to whether they are cleared or not cleared for continuing participation in ongoing

studies. On the other hand, her/his database menu does not permit access to medical data entry

screens nor does it offer any options to generate reports containing medical details. Physician users

(USARIEM Medical Advisor, medical monitors, and NRDEC TSMO) have the widest database

access. The commander has wide access but not to detailed medical data. Customized periodic

reports summatizing the health and risk exposure of test subjects as a group or subgroups without

individual identifiers are available on the Commander's menu.

The system-user interfaces were designed for ease of use. An important design goal was to

supplant paper data collection forms with comparable computer-based forms to facilitate a smooth

and natural migration to the database method of recording the data. Avoiding the duplication of

work load for those entering data into the TSMDBS was a major objective. This was considered to

be an important feature for increasing the probability of user acceptance.

The functional and spatial interrelationships between the TSs and the principal database users

are depicted in figure 1. These interrelationships served as a basis for clarifying the following

components of the planning, implementation, and installation phases of the Test Subject Medical

Database project:

1. Individuals who enter medical, demographic, and administrative data: Below are

descriptions of the primary database users who must enter, or delegate their assistants to enter, data

for the Test Subject Medical Database.

A. Test Subject Medical Officer (TSMO): this physician is located in the NRDEC clinic

adjacent to USARIEM. He/she provides initial and periodic medical exams and

determinations of fitness for research participation for permanent party and temporary duty

(TDY) research volunteers. He/she also provides the majority of routine medical care for the

NRDEC military test subject population and tracks care provided to them by off-post health

care providers. If soldier volunteers become ill or injured while participating in a research

6



study, the medical monitor for the study sends the soldier to the NRDEC clinic for

evaluation, treatment, and disposition by the TSMO. During the assessment and treatment

of a TS, the TSMO obtains and records the following types of data:

"• Medical history and physical exam
"* Medical evaluation: chief complaint(s), history of present illness, pertinent past

medical history, medications, allergies, vital signs, physical findings, laboratory

results, results of other tests, assessment including diagnoses, as well as

medications, other treatments, referral, and disposition.

"* Cardiovascular risk assessment by collecting data about family history of early

onset heart attacks or sudden death, cigarette smoking, serum cholesterol and

glucose levels, blood pressure, abnormal cardiovascular symptoms, ECG results.

"* Changes in Test Subject clearance status

B. Medical Monitors are military physicians assigned to USARLEM. Their primary

responsibility is research, however, as part of their duties, they monitor the health and safety

of Test Subjects while they participate in USARIEM research studies. It has been

uncommon for one medical monitor to directly monitor a study every day from start to

finish. This impairs the tracking and coherent management of TS medical problems. In the

course of monitoring TSs, medical monitors obtain and record data pertaining to the

assessment, treatments, disposition, and changes in research participation clearance status

for TSs. The data elements involved in this process are similar to those described above for

the TSMO.

C. Principal Investigators are responsible for all phases of a study. Their research proposals

undergo rigorous internal reviews to ensure scientific merit and compliance with human use

health and safety requirements and risk exposure limits. In developing a study protocol, the

principal investigator defines the following data:
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"* Exceptions to type protocol.

"* Number of test subjects.

"• Schedule of research activities and procedures.

"• Environmental parameters

"* Use of medications.

D. Test Subject Coordinator (TSCoord) : The TSCoord is a civilian administrator who

recruits and manages the assignment of the TSs to NRDEC and USARIEM research studies.

The TSCoord collects basic demographic information about the TSs and develops quarterly

schedules that assign TSs to various studies. The TSCoord receives requests for TSs from

PIs. After the research studies are approved, the TSCoord then conveys to the PIs

information about the specific TSs assigned to his/her study.

E. Research Programs and Operations Division. USARIEM: coordinates the research

proposal clearance process. Personnel in this division maintain information for pending,

active, and completed research studies in an archive of study related documents.

2. Database access sites: Perusal of figure 1 as well as more detailed review of the

commonly used locations for USARIEM in-house research suggested that the TSMDBS

be accessible from PCs or terminals located at the following sites:

• Medical Database Manager's office
* USARIEM PC User Center
* Commander's/XO's office
* Medical Advisor's office
* Chief Medical Monitor's office
• Test Subject Physician's office
* Clinic records office
* Test Subject Coordinator's Office
* Environmental chambers observation areas
* Water emersion observation area
• Altitude chamber observation area

9



3. Prioritization of objectives: Figure 2 illustrates a prioritized list of objectives for the

TSMDBS. Such a prioritization scheme facilitates tradeoff analysis during the database

planning and implementation stages. Development of database modules for obtaining and

processing data to achieve the higher level objectives takes precedence over efforts to

implement modules to achieve lower priority objectives. Elements of information for the

database were selected for inclusion into the Test Subject Medical Database System based

on an assessment of the usefulness of the data in supporting the main objectives of the

system.

4. Data Collection: Obtaining information about the medical clearance status and health of

TSs has relied primarily on verbal interfacing of medical monitors, TSMO, and PIs. This

process is often time consuming and requires individuals to track each other's location so

that the relevant data can be directly exchanged. The TSMDBS allows near

instantaneous transmission, storage, and retrieval of such data by modem and wire or

wireless local or wide area network (LAN or WAN).

S. Database Management: A TSMDBS management plan facilitates the efficient

allocation and monitoring of resources required to design, implement, and maintain the

database system as well as provides a continuing database quality assurance program.

Such a plan delineates the composition and operational charter for a TSMDBS

Development and Maintenance Committee. This Committee ensures that there is due

consideration and reconciliation of competing opinions with respect to the design,

implementation, and upgrades to the database. Figure 3 suggests a possible composition

for such a committee as well as the interfaces with individuals and entities who use or

contribute to the database.

Figure 4 illustrates steps in the Database Committee's responsibilities for database

configuration management.

10



Priority Improved awareness of the medical status of the Test Subjects

Tracking of incidents from occurrence to resolution
or final disposition

Quantification of study related risk exposures

Secondary Attribution of incidents to specific exposures

Database of actual risk for use by
Human Use Review Committee

erir Database for epidemioiogic evaluation of the medical
consequences of environmental and physical stress exposures

Figure 2: Prioritization of goals for the Test Subject
Medical Database System
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CommanderI
investigator(s) 4 -l Medical Advisor 4 1" Medical Monitors'N1  /=

Chairman, Human Use Review Committee
Database manager / chief programmeriTest subject physician

Medical Monitor
Test Subject Coordinator

Test subject representative
Investigator

Legal counsel

Clinic OIC Information Management
Branch

MRDC guidance Statistician

Army regulations

Figure 3: The Test Subject Database Development and Maintenance Committee
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USARIEM Commander
Medical advisor
Medical monitors
Test subject physician
Test subject coordinator
Investigators ____

Guidance e
Analysis & decision results

Advice Implementation scheduleWess
Concepts Progres reports

, Output requirements for:
Reporting
Risk management
Epidemiologic analysis
Modeling adverse health effects
Health management

Input requirements
Statistical, data processing, & managerrsnt function requirements

Story board input and output forms

* Feasibility analysis Data enty burden-------- Technical difficulty

New module design documents Save decision analysis
Define interfaces with baseline database structure In project diary.
integrate module and baseline design documents
Update the use manual
Save decision analysis & supporting documents

In project diary

Figure 4: Configuration Management of the Database Design
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6. Training the Database Users: This aspect of implementing a distributed medical database

system is a major determnuant of its acceptance and ultimate success. Training

requirements can often be decreased by designs that generate user friendly interfaces,

on-line help facilities, and embedded tutorials. User training requires planning and

scheduling, document development and maintenance, and feedback to determine its

efficacy. Software user training requirements are dynamic. Initial training occurs as the

system is first introduced and, subsequently, for new users. Abbreviated training sessions

may be required at latter dates in conjunction with TSMDBS upgrades. Alternatively,

changes associated with minor upgrades can be disseminated by memoranda or on-line

messages.

7. Enforcement of the Data Entry Assignments: A database system that is easy to use and

whose input/output requirements decrease work loads compared to paper-based data

transactions will usually be accepted without troublesome resistance. Overt or passive

refusals to comply with data entry responsibilities after training and an adequate period for

learning how to use the database system may be an indicator that the new database system

is decreasing productivity, is too slow or difficult to use, or is not perceived to be

achieving the stated objectives. If this occurs, the situation should be investigated to

determine the actual or perceived problems. The psychological basis of software rejection

should be explicitly addressed. Individuals may refuse to enter necessary data because they

do not understand the importance of the data to the overall functioning of the system, how

others may depend on the data, or because they feel slighted for not having been included

in the database design effort. After an investigation into the problem is completed,

remedial actions should be taken. This might include additional training, modifications to

the database interface to make it easier to use, or hardware upgrades to eliminated

dataprocessing or transmission bottlenecks.

Candidate data elements that each type of TSMDBS user could enter into the system were

determined from analysis of data fields in the paper forms utilized for data collection. The database

data fields that were implemented are listed in Appendix A.
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The relationships between the database tables, accessibility, and different types of database

users are depicted in figures 5, 6, and 7.

Medical Monltos

B,, 1, Browse

IU, IU , U,

Fir:an Acs Med for Pthe ttue D Tesys atabase
Notes (SOAP) Exde Results Subjects Tables

Table IU,

nvestias Stidatudy
Sumlr1es

I MINIMr
B a Brwse
U ,, Update
D = Delete

Figure 5: Access scheme for the test subject medical database system.

Figure 5 above illustrates that the database tables are organized in such a fashion as to isolate

the confidential medical contents from other tables containing demographic data about the test

subjects, information about the professional staff (medical monitors, clinic physicians, and principal

investigators), as well as summary descriptive data for each human use research study.
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Researcb protoco
document

Reseach Study Risk Exposure:
Heat Stress Milita
Cold Stress
Altitude Illness Research Su
Barotrauma
Traumatic injuries
Medication side-effects
Sensor risks Medical Monitors
Intravascular catherization Test Subject Physician

Risk exposure data Study related incidents Documentation of:
I Non-study related incidents evaluaion

W . diagnosis
tralen

foflowup

Ris dta nty frm User it531 Medical evaluation notes
Risk ata ntry orms formsI

Database tables

ii RisksIncidents
Medical problems

•'•Functions & Programs.

L _ Report generator

Risk assessment & incident reports

Time-test subject rit exposure Test Subject Medicai
Medical incidents per time interval or per study 4, Database Products for:
Cumulative Incidences of study related medical problemss USARIEM:
Incidence rates of study related medical problems ) Commander
Cumulative rids per study Medical Advisor

Cumulative incidents per study Risk assessment committee
Ranking of studies by amount of risk: total and per test subject Human Use Review Committee

Grouping of studies according to average risk per day Medical Monitors

Trend charts and analysis CLINIC:

Excess risk threshold warnings Test subject physician

Figure 7: Tracking Risks and Medical Incidents
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Users of the database system are indicated by the ovals. The legend indicates how the

TSMDBS users are limited in their access to the contents in the different database tables. Figure 6

complements figure 5 by including the tables for risk exposure and adverse incident data.

Figure 6 also illustrates that the USARIEM Commander has access to the data in the various

data tables via reports which can be selected from the Commander's report menu. The data for the

Commander are provided in summary formats tailored to his/her specific requirements. TS

anonymity, however, will be preserved and details from the medical portions of the database will not

be directly available except to the physician users.

Figure 7 illustrates in greater detail the interrelationships between database users and the

medical risks and adverse incidents portion of the database.

METHODS

SOFTWARE:

The TSMDBS was implemented with the Oracle Database Development System running on

the Digital Equipment Corporation's (DEC) VAX/VMS operating system (Oracle Corporation,

1986). Oracle is currently one of the most prevalent Standard Query Language (SQL) database

development systems (Perry and Lateer, 1989). It incorporates numerous features that permit the

implementat;on of a large, complex, distributed database system.

Modem control and terminal emulation software is required to access the VAX-65 10 via

modem. There are numerous software packages available that provide these necessary functions.

Currently the majority of USARIEM PCs use a program by Persoft named "Smart-Term 240" for

this purpose.
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An alternative method of TSMDBS access is via use of the Defence Data Network (DDN).

DDN has three modes: Telnet, which allows remote logon to the USARIEM VAX; File Transfer

Protocol (FTP), which facilitates file transfers; and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), which

allows messages (mail) to be sent to other users on remote hosts.

HARDWARE:

The TSMDBS was initially implemented on USARIEM's DEC VAX-780 computer.

Subsequently, the DEC 780 was replaced with a DEC VAX-65 10. Currently the TSMDBS resides as

a custom Oracle database application on the VAX-6510.

Access to the database has been accomplished with Intel-based PCs with either direct lines to

the VAX-65 10 or indirect access via modem and telephone line.

Communications and datalink technology is evolving rapidly. Data transfer via satellite-based

or microwave link is becoming feasible, reliable, and more affordable. It will soon become possible

and advantageous, to use such technology in upgrades to the TSMDBS in lieu of the current method

of modems and direct wire links. One can anticipate that future versions of the TSMDBS, will allows

users to access the database data entry screens and report generators via wireless palm size

pen-based computers This will increase the physical portability and convenience of the system and

increase ease of use.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE P2NBC`-USARIEM SOLDIER PERFORMANCE DATABASE:

The PN•BC2 -USARIEM Soldier Performance Database System was recently released for use

by USARIEM scientists (Geo-Centers, 1994). This is an Oracle database that permits menu driven as

well as ad hoc (using SQL-based commands or programs) search and analysis of a wide variety of

measurements obtained from USARIEM research studies (Geo-Centers, 1992). The TSMD" 1 study

summary and TS demographic information tables contain a number of data fields in common with

similar descriptive tables in the P2NBC2-USAREEM Soldier Performance Database System.
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Therefore, it should be feasible to incorporate the TSMDBS as a medical database subsystem within

the P2NBC2-USARIEM Soldier Performance Database System. Integrating the physiologic and

medical data would result in more realistic assessment of the medical consequences of environmental

and other stresses that TSs are exposed to during the research studies.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE USAMRDC VOLUNTEER REGISTRY DATABASE:

The Human Use Review Office at the USAMRDC Headquarters in Fredericlc, Maryland

instituted, in 1989, a database for registering individuals who participate in human use research

studies at any of the USAMRDC research institutes, including USARIEM (USAMRDC, 1989). This

database, implemented with the Oracle database development system by programmers at USAMRDC

Headquarters has been distributed to USARIEM for local use. The TS data is periodically transfered

from the USARIEM VAX to USAMRDC Headquarters. Currently the Chairperson of the

USARIEM Quality Assurance Committee is responsible for the timely entry of data pertaining to

volunteer TSs participating in USARIEM studies. Data entry is delegated by the Chairperson of the

Quality Assurance Committee to a USARIEM enlisted soldier.

The USAMRDC Volunteer Registry Database tables are currently configured to collect basic

TS demographic information and addresses; short summaries of the human use research studies, their

USAMRDC identification number, and study period; reports of serious or unexpected adverse

incident or reaction; and information about devices or materiel utilized in a particular study.

Additional tables track the authorization and type of information released to the public or other

agencies about USAMRDC TSs or research studies.

The USAMRDC Volunteer Registry Database is designed to support USAMRDC

Headquarters administrative tracking and reporting requirements. The Volunteer Registry Database

system, unlike the TSMDBS, does not incorporate features for real-time tracking of study and

nonstudy TS medical problems for USARIEM and therefore cannot be utilized by USARIEM

medical monitors or the NRDEC TSMO as an information and communications resource for the

day-to-day tracking and coordination of test subject health and medical care. The test subject adverse
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incident lata for the Volunteer Registry Database is entered after the completion of a study whereas,

in the TSMDBS, it is entered on site or at the clinic as soon as possible after it occurs. Additionally,

the USAMRDC Volunteer Registry Database does not collect data on study related risks and

procedures so that there are no means of determining rates of adverse incidence with respect to

amount of risk exposure.

USER'S GUIDE

MAIN MENU:

The user enters the system in the manner prescribed by the database manager (see Appendix

B). After logging into the TSMDBS, a menu screen is generated. The TSMO TSMDBS menu is

depicted below. Subsequent selection menus illustrate how access to the TSMDBS is tailored for

different user categories. Non-physician users have fewer items to select from because medically

related menu items have been deleted from their menus.

* TEST SUBJECT PHYSICIAN MEU *

TABLES TO BE EHTEUEDAJPDATED/IMIJlED:
HE -) Report of Nedical History/Medical Examination
M1 -) Report of Nedical History
HE R> Report of Nedical Examination
SP--> Soap
TS -> •est Subject

TABLES TO BE QJERIED ONLY:
ST S) Study
AS -- Test Subject Assignment
PH -) Physician
P? I Primary Investigator

UPT -> REPORT Menu

LO -> LOGO"? THE UAX
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* lMEDICAL MONITOR MlEi *

TABLES TO BE ENTEREDA•JPDATEDAWRIED:
SP -) Soap

TABLES TO BE QUERIED ONLY:
TS -) Test Subject
ST -) Study
AS T) Test Subject Assignment
MH -> Report of Medical History
HE -) Report of Medical Examination
PH -, Physician
P? I ) Primaryj Investigator

IPT -) REPORT menu

LO -)LOGOF" THE VAX

N PRIMiARY IESIGATOR MENU

TABLES TO BE IMTEREDIPIATEDAUERIEl:
ST -) Study
TP T) Test Subject Procedures

TABLES TO BE QUERIED ONLY:
TS T> Test Subject
AS -) Test Subject Assignment
PH -> Physician
?1 I> Primary Investigator

RPT -) REPORT menu

LO -) LOGOF THE 1UAX
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* ~TEST SUBJECT CODIflINATOR MNEU

ALTAS toggles eu uidth between a 8

TABLES TOt BE ETEUUE4ii3ATE~D'SJIED:
TS ) Test Subject
AS -)Test Subject to Stadgy Asigment

TABLES TO BE QUERIED ONLY:
ST-- Study
PH4-) Physlciau
PI1-) ?•immwi lwestigator

AFT -) RPORT menu

LO -) LOGOFF THE UAX

TEST SUBJECT DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ENTRY FORM:

When a soldier initially reports for administrative processing as a Test Subject, the TSCoord

enters, at her location (NRDEC environmental chamber building, across the street from USARIEM),

basic TS demographic information into the TSMDBS. This is entered into the data fields of the

computer form depicted below. Only the TSCoord can edit the fields in this form. This prevents

duplication of key data elements such as TS names and social security numbers. The form can be

used in either a data entry or data query mode In the query mode, known data are entered in one or

more fields. Wild card characters can also be u dized. The query is then activated by a specific series

of keystrokes (see Appendix B for details), the database engine (kernal) then searches through

previously entered TS records for TSs with data elements that match the entered query conditions.

When in the query mode, the number of records retrieved meeting the desired criteria are indicated at

the bottom of the screen and the user can page up or down (using the up or down arrow keys) to

view each of the retrieved records.
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4

I TEST SUBJECT *DATE FIELDS (DD-NON-YY)I

ITEST SUBJECT MANE SSH 1
I 3ADDRESS I

I I
I CITY STATE __ ZIP CODE I

I PHONE _

]RACE_ GENDER I

*DOB PLACE OF BIRTH

BRANCH OS ORGANIZATION I

I PEN PARTY Y.H - RECRUITED FROM_

I *DATE ARRIVED - 4PCS I

Count: * <Replace>

The TS data entry screen provides data necessary for tracking a TS's address, age, and

projected date for nonavailability. If there is a need, for example to send correspondence to TSs

who participated in a particular study, a list of the test subjects and their addresses could be

retrieved, saved to a text file, and printed. TSs' current ages calculated from the "DOB" field are

automatically inserted into medical exam forms as discussed subsequently. This is an example of

how data from different data entry forms can be interlinked.

STUDY SUMMARY DATA ENTRY FORM:

Test subjects are then assigned to specific studies. Before this can be done via the TSMDBS,

basic information about the studies must be entered by the PIs or their assistants. The data entry

screen for this purpose is depicted below:
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I STUDY TABLE I

IHURC *N elFORNIM CONSENT MEETING __iDATE FIELDS I
I (DD-MON-YY) I
ISHORT TITLE __I,(e.g. el-DEC-gO) I
I I

IrULL TITLE I
I I

IPI LOC PHONES ___1
I I
I START DATE - *STOP DATE _ _ OF SUBJECTS . I
I I
ITI RAlGE: LOW - HIGH - f HUMIDITY -. ALT _ ft MIND UEL _ u.s
I I
ICLOTHING BLOOD SAJlP -_ cc NED I
I I
IEMEICISE SCEDULE I
I I
IPROCEDURES (Exertional, lwvivelionlitoring) I

Count: *(Replace)

The study summary data form above provides key pieces of information such as HURC

number and start and stop dates. The HURC number, aa primary key, provides a unique and

standardized identifier for a study. This allows unambiguous linkage of TSs with specific studies.

The environmental parameters allow for retrieving summaries of studies that operated within specific

environmental stress ranges. The short title name facilitates columnar data output that includes a

nonnumerical identifier for studies.

ASSIGNMENT OF TEST SUBJECTS TO STUDIES:

After the basic information about TSs and studies are entered, the TSCoord can then assign

specific TSs to studies. This is accomplished by use of the following data entry screen:
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I TEST SUBJECT to STUDY Assigniment I

I HUUC S SHORT TITLE TEST SUBJECT E I
Enter OR STUDY USEESCVFORALISTOFVALUESI
Count: *____ _______ ____I
Only study numbers andSnaesreviuslentredntI
Subject demographic information forms arealI
activated when in either toTNmefild.heeissrI
Summary and__ Test_ SubjectemograpicsforI
The next set of fompranodouetigTSmdcasesmntI
exposures. The medical data enryfrmaeilusrteI
E IC HISOR DATA____ _ ENTRY__FORMS:I
Th medical_ dataentryformsincludeformsfortheinitialandperiodicmedical history_"1 an
physical examination (Standard Forms 93nd8)sI

fo docmenin day-to-day_ medical___problems.

Below are the medical histoyandphysialexminaI

2-6
Enter FIJUC I DR STUDY I• USE ESC U FOR A LIST OF UALUES

Covut : • CList>CReplace)

Only study numbers (HLTRC#) and TS names previously entered into the Study and Test

Subject demographic information forms are allowed. As memory aids, popup picklists can be

activated when in either the HURC# or TS Name fields. These lists are drawn from the Study

Summary and Test Subject Demographics forms.

The next set of forms pertain to documenting TS medical assessments and study related risk

exposures. The medical data entry forms are illustrated first, followed by the risk exposure forms.

MEDICAL HISTORY DATA ENTRY FORMS:

The medical data entry forms include forms for the initial and periodic medical history and

physical examination (Standard Forms 93 and 88) as well as a routine medical care data entry form

for documenting day-to-day medical problems.

Below are the medical history and physical examination data entry screens:
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* -- REPORT OF MEDICAL HISTORY
ISIU]J _________________STATUS _____________I

"IMAlE I
I _ _ _ _ _ _g I
I _ _ _ _ _ NM I
I I

iPURPOSE EX•Al DATE ZI-JAI-94 I
ISTATEMENT I
I I
I I
I I
.9. HAVE YOU EUER... (y,n) +.10. DO YOU. .. (y,n) - +
I- LIUED WITH SOMWEOiE 11' HAD TUBERC I WEAR GLASSES'CONTACT LESES I
I Ii

It COUGHED UP BLOOD I "HWE UISION IN BOTH EYES I
II I

I- BLEDE CESSIVELY I WEAR A HEARING AID I
II I

I- ATTEMPTED SUICIDE I STUTTEROSTAMIIER HABITUALLY I
II I

I- SLEEPUALED I WEAR A BRACE/BACK SUPPORT I

Enter TEST SUBJECT'S NAME; USE ESC-U FOR A LIST OF VALUES
Count: N0 (L ist>(Replace>

To initiate the medical data entry process the health care provider moves the cursor into the

TS Name field and activates a TS name popup picklist. The appropriate name is selected. Similarly

the health care provider's name is selected within the "MD Name" field. The answers to the questions

are entered as either "Y", "N", or "D" for yes, no, or don't know. After completing this screen of

information the user scrolls to the subsequent data screen:
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+11. HAVE YOU ZEVE HAD OR HAVE YOU NOV ... (Yes.NoDon't knoua)- -

I I SCARLET FEUER, ERYSIPELAS -PALPITATION 
-BONE/JOINT 

DISFORMITYI

I -SUOLLEN"PAINFUL JOINTS -HI/LO BLOOD PRESSURE LOSS05 OF FINGEVflOE I
I-FREQJENT/SEVERE HEADAiCHE -CRAMPS IN YOUR LEGS - TIICX"SHOULDER/ELBOU I

I DIZZINESSoOFAINTING SPELLS -FREQUENT INDIGESTION -RECURRENT BACK PAIN I
I -EVE TROUBLE -STONACH4LIVER TROUBLE -"TI ICX"IALOED KNEE I
I -EAPA*SE.THROAT TROUBLE S ALL BLADDER TROUBLE -FOOT TROUBLE I
I -HEAR ING LOSS -JAUMDICE4iEPATITIS -NEUTITIS I

- CH[ROMIC##FREQUENT COLDS -REACTION TO SERUM/'DRUG -PARALYSIS I
- SEUIERE TOOTII'GUM TROUBLE -BROXEN BONESM EPILEPSY'FITS I
I SINUSITIS -TUMOR GROTH'CYST.*CnCER ..N.OTION SICKNESS I
I HAY FEVER -RIJPTURE 44IERNIA -SLEEPING PROBLEMS I

I -HEAD INJURY -PILES#'RECTAL DISEASE -DEPRESS IOM/WORRY I
I -SKIN DISEASES -URINATION PROBLEMS AM NES IA I
I _THYROID TROUBLE .. BED WETTING SINCE AGE 12.-AMY NERVIOUS TROUBLE I
1 TUBERCULOSIS - IDNEY STONE - UNCONSCIOUSNESS I
I -ASTHMA -SUGARIALBUMIN IN URINE +
I -SHORTNESS OF BREATH - ID IFEMALES ONLY: I
I -PAIW~PRESSURE IN CHEST -RECENT WEIGHT GAINWLOSSL. DISORDER TREATMENT I
I -CHRONIC COUGH -ARTHRITISo0RHEUM/BURSITI I.. MENSTRUAL CHANGE I

Count: *1 (Rep lace>

The data entry screen above replicates blocks I1I and 12 on SF 93. The remainder of SF 93

fields are on the following two data screens.

r------ - +

IUSUAL OCCUPATION TEST-.SUBJECT_________ Lefti"Right HANDED-_____I

I-. 15A. SENSITIVITY TO CHEMICAL&'DUST/StJLIGHT...I
I-. 15B. INABILITY TO PERFORM CERTAIN MOTIONSI
I- 15C. INABILITY TO ASSUME CERTAIN POSITIONSI
I- 15D. OTHER MEDICAL REASONSI
1-. 16. EVER BEEN TREATED FOR A MENTAL CONDITION
1- 17. EVER BEEN DENIED LIFE INSURANCEI
1- 18. EVER ADVIISED TO HAVE ANY OPERATIONSI
;- 19. EVER BEEN A PATIENT IN ANY TYPE OF HOSPITAL
1- 20. EVER HAD ANY OTHER ILL.NESS OR INJURYI
1-. 21. CONSULTED/TREATED FOR A MAJOR ILLNESS WITHIN THE LAST 5 YEARS I
1- 22. EVER BEEN REJECTED FOR MILITARY DUE TO PHYSICALoOMENTA~oOOTHER REASONS I
I-. 23. EVER BEEN DISCHARGED FROM MILITARY DUE TO PHYSICAL#OMENTAL/dOTHER REASONSI
1- 24. EVE RECEIVED PENSION/.CONPENSATION FOR EXISTING DISABILITYI
1EXPIANATION FOR ALL ITEMS CHECKED YES(Y) IN ITEMS 15A - 24...I

Count: *1 <Rep lace>
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0r

I1S. PHYSICIAN'S SUNKARY A• N ELABORATION OF ALL PERTINENT DATA... I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I

Count: *1 (Replace)

After elaborating on the positive elements of the medical history check list as illustrated above, the

health care provider conducts the physical examination and enters the results into the medical

examination data entry forms discussed in the following section.
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MEDICAL EXAMINATION DATA ENTRY FORMS:

I REPORT OF MEDICAL EAWII•ATION

ITEST SUDJ WNAE__________________I

I ADDRESS
I CITYIST ZIP

I X.. RACE.. I
I '. A ___ ORGANIZATION __________I

I ARRIUAL DATE I
I _ FOB _ AGE I
I OF STUDIES
I LAST NED EXAM LAST SOAP NOTE

I PURPOSE EXAM DATE 21-JAN-94

I OF STRESS H_ MD ONAE
I STUDIES

Enter TEST SUBJECT NAME: USE ESC U FOR A LIST OF VALUES
Count: *8 (List)(Replace)

To start the data entry process, the health care provider moves the cursor into the TS name

field and activates a TS name popup picklist. The basic demographic information is automatically

retrieved from the TS demographic record as previously entered by the TSCoord. The field "# of

Stress Studies" is automatically determined by a count variable that tracks the number of studies that

the Test Subject has been assigned to since entry into the system. The MD (physician) name can be

entered directly or chosen from a popup picklist. If an entered name does not exactly match that on

the list, it is not accepted. This ensures that a query for exams done by a specific health care provider

will not result in missing records due to a misspelled TS name.
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r I HEAD, FACE, NECK 8 SCALP -ABDOMEN & UISCERA I
_NOSE _ .N/USQ8RECTUM I

I SINUSES _ ENDOCRINE SYSTEM I
I MOUTH & THROAT _G-U SYSTEM I
I - EARS-GEZERAL _ UPPER EXTREMITIES I
I DRUMS _ FEET I
I EYES-GENERAL LOER EXTREMITIES I
I OPHITHALMOSCOPIC - SPINE, OTHER NUSCULOSXELETAL I
I PUPILS _ IDENTIFYING BODY HARMS, SCARS I
I OCULAR MOTILITY _ SKIN, LYMPHATICS I

I LUNGS a CHEST _ NEUROLOGIC I
I H.ART - PSYCHIATRIC I
I - VASCULAR SYSTEM _ PEILUIC (FMIL ONLY) - NOV DONE? I
I DENTAL I

LAD FINDINGS-
ISPECIFIC GRAUITY - ALBUMIN - SUGAR - MICROSCOPIC NEGATIVE_ I
ICHEST X-RAY RESULT I
INIH I
ISEROLOGY - HIU I
IEXG BLOOD._PPRESSURE___ I

Enter CLINICAL EVALUATION: (N)ormal, (A)bnormal. (NE)not-examined
Count: *1 (Replace)

OTHER TESTS

I CHEMISTRIES HEMATOLOGY
I BUN UK
I CREATININE H ICT

MA HGB
I K PLATELETS (K)
I CL
I COZ DIFFERENTIAL
I GLUCOSE -SEGS

I URIC ACID - 11ON5S
I CALCIUM LYMPHS
I PHOSPHATE -EOS

I AST (SGOT) - BASOS
I GGT .. ATLJS
I CPKI
I TOT BILl _ SICKLE CELL
I CHOLESTEROL
I TRIGLYCERIDES OTHERS?

4.4

Count: *1 (Replace>

The data entry screen above augments the data blocks in the SF-88 to allow for reports and

printouts of individuals with lab values within selected limits either for epidemiological tracking or to
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determine if abnormalities were explicitly detected and followed-up by comparing names with lab

abnormalities and subsequent clinic notes.

MEASUREMENTS AND OTHER FINDINGS
I I

IHEIGHT (in) - WEIGHT (lbs) - HAIR COLOR - EYE COLOR BUILD - I
I I

ITEMP BLOOD PRESSURE SITTING ___/_ RECUMBENT _._../ STANDING __/_ I

IPULSE SITTING -__ AFTER EXER __- 2 IH AFTER RECUMBT __ AFTER 3 IHI '-I

IDISTANT VISION RT 21/ COR.TO LW- HNEAR UISION RT 29/_ CORR.TO 2/_ I
LT 2/_ CORR.TO 20V- LT 28'_ CORR.TOZ2'_ I

I COLOR UISION DEPTH PERCEPTION

I FIELD OF VISION NIGHT VISION

INTRAOICULAR TENSION_ _ _

I AUDIOMETER 500 1O 2W9 36W 49W 60W
RIGHT

LEFT _ I

Count: *1 (Replace>

IHOTES AND SIGNIFICANT OR INTERVAL HISTORY

IRCOMEDTIONS

II

I? U L H E S

I

ALIF IED? _

Count : *1 <Replace>

I A
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MEDICAL NOTE AND STUDY RELATED MEDICAL INCIDENT DATA ENTRY FORM:

The data entry form immediately above concludes the long form for physical examinations.

The next medical data entry form below is the clinical encounter da a entry screen. It is also called

the "SOAP" note because it is arranged to sequentially describe a TS's symptoms (S) and history of

present illness, the pertinent objective findings (0) from a focused physical exam and tests, the

assessment (A) and diagnosis, and the plan (P) and disposition. This is a widely accepted method of

structuring medical notes.

+Z1-JANI-94 15:51:18 --------------- SOAP HOTE--- +
I I
I NAMAE HURC # I
I I
lUITAL SIGHS, HEART RATE _ LOOD PRESSURE ___-___ RESP RATE T TEMP I
IS I
i _ I

IO I

I I
I I

IA I
I I

IP I
I I
I I

ICLEARED ___UITHDRAUN STUDY RELATED? I
* I

IPHYSICIAIN LOC I
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -4.

ENTER TEST SUBJECT NAME: USE ESC U FOR A LIST OF UALUES
Count: NO (List>(Replace>

The date and time for the SOAP note are automatically entered. The TS, HURC#, and

physician name are selected from popup picklists. The lookup values for TSs are limited to those

assigned to a current study. After the TS name is selected, the study number and short study title to

which he/she is currently assigned as well as the most current information for the "Cleared",

"Withdrawn", and "Study related" fields are automatically filled in. Based on the results of the clinical

assessment, the latter three fields may be changed. The values "Y" or "N" can be -ered into the

"Cleared" field. This indicates whether the TS is medically cleared to participate in USARIEM
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research studies. Within the "Withdrawn" field, if the "Cleared" field is N, the physician may enter

one of several options in the "Withdrawn" field as indicated below. The last field "Loc" indicates the

FIELD ENTRY OPTIONS:

Cleared? Withdrawn? Study related?

Y b Leave blank ,0 N

or yI = Initial exam not complete Y

T = Temporary illness
H = Hospitalized

N S = Sent to hospital for evaluation or

P = test results Pending
E = periodic Exam not complete
O= Other N

location where the TS was evaluated, e.g. clinic or test chamber area. This allows tracking of what

problems are evaluated on site versus those cases seen at the clinic.

STUDY RELATED RISK EXPOSURE DATA ENTRY FORMS:

Now that the medical data entry forms have been illustrated, we proceed to the risk exposure

data entry forms. The risk exposure data provides the basis for direct attribution of illnesses or

adverse health events to study related exposures. Such information, for example could be of

significant benefit to the HURC when estimating the risks associated with a proposed study. Such

evaluations are currently often based on theoretical possibilities of risk. Although this is a valid means

of assessing study related risks to TSs, objective data provided by the TSMDBS can be used to

more accurately evaluate the magnitude of risks based on exposures that have actually resulted in

adverse outcomes versus those that have not. This is particularly the case for theoretically minor risks

that in fact commonly result in a significant number of adverse TS medical events.
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The two parts of the medical incident and risk exposure data entry form shown below

function in a similar manner to previously described forms. The TS, supervising physician, and P1

names as well as the study number are selected from popup pick lists. The short study title and date

are automatically filled in from related records.

ITEST SUBJECT NAME I
I I
I PHYSICIANI E_
I N

tPIMN _____________

SURC a•DATE (DD-lVH-YY) I
*Incident? Exposure data

I Uater EmesIon b hours
I UOZ flax Test _ I _ max heart rate

I Uenipunc Bloodsample - I attempts ml obtained
I tUnderwater Veighting - I

I Treadmill AJ max hours
I Stress: Load Bearing kg hours

- Stress: Lifting kg _ 8 attempts
I - Stress: Hlpoxic V0 __ hours
I - Stress: Heat temp hours
I - Stress: Cold __ temp _ minutes
I - Road March temp _ hum - VU max _ miles I
I - Rectal Probe __ I insertions - hours

Count: * <List)tReplace)

*Ininldent? Exposure data

I - Radiography I of rems I
I - Radioactive tracer name _ mgedose - I doses E

I - Plethysmography - I
- Pill Temp Sensor _ hours

I - muscle Biopsy - I attempted I
I - Medication name _ mgodose - I doses I
I - Laser Dopler Skin BI 1 atts Flm hours
I IV Line, Central I hours

- IU Infusion _ . saline 8 I of liters
I IU Catheter, peripheral - • _ hours
I Intramuscular Temp - # of times attempted
I Esophageal temp probe - # _ hours
I Cardiac Output: Thermal - •
I Cardiac Output: Dge name -__ mgdose __ • doses I
I -Cardiac Output: COZ __ 8 "COZ I
I Blood Volume with CO X_ I _ C "
I loielectric impedance volts _ hours
I Bicycle Test A max hours
I- Arterial Punctures 8 • of times ml obtained
I Arterial Line I •__ hours I

Count: *O <Replace)
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The items in the risk exposure portion of data entry forms were obtained from procedures

listed in the USARIEM Type Protocol. The first data entry screen contains the most common

exposures which avoids excessive paging back and forth between the two parts of this data entry

form. It is intended that data be entered into these exposure quantification forms daily for each test

subject participating in a study. This can be done by either the principal investigator or a designated

assistant or technician. The data can then be easily updated or amended by using the form in a query

mode to retrieve the previously entered risk exposure data for a particular TS. The database can be

programmed to prevent editing of risk exposure data after a study has been completed as determined

by the study completion date in the study summary record.

The first column of the form is used by either the medical monitor or principal

investigator to indicate if a medical incident occurred related to that exposure. This enables

reporting incidents by specific study, groups of studies, male versus female, age groups, etc. This

information also provides "denominator data" so that incidence rates for adverse outcomes can be

automatically calculated and reported. For example, the number of adverse study related incidents

per number of hours of heat stress testing within a specified range of chamber temperatures, or

number of adverse study related incidents per number of doses of a particular study related

medication (e.g. pyridostigmine) could be calculated. Normally, each adverse study related incident

is immediately reported to a medical monitor (who often is already on site). After evaluating and

treating the test subject, the medical monitor types a medical note, via the medical note data entry

form to describe the incident and the treatment, disposition, and change in study participation

clearance, if any. A link between the incident and risk exposure record and corresponding medical

note records is established via the date, TS name, and study number fields. This allows the database

manager to program reports that lists assessments, treatments, and dispositions for incidents resulting

from specific exposures.

PHYSICIAN DATA ENTRY FORM:

Medical monitor and other health care provider names and locations are entered into the

physician table by the chief medical monitor. As currently designed, this is an essential data entry
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PHYSICIAN I

I ROOI TEL PAGER I
I PHYSICIAN IWIE RANX DIV 8 EXT (617)650- 1

Count: *9 <Rep lace>

=MONITORING ASSIGNMENTS I

!4IHURC Short Title PI MAKE STUDDTE CS PHYSICIIANNAME I
+ 4
C * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Ia
t because i
a nameinthephysicianinformationtable.
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I!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

____________________!

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Count: wO (LsYRep lace)

a name Snth hosiit Tinomtle ioNnESTDtAEabPHSlIe AM
I ___ ____ _ _ _ _ ___ ____ __3



ASSIGNMENT OF PHYSICIANS TO STUDIES DATA ENTRY FORM:

Following the physician data entry form is the medical monitor assignment data entry table.

This links a primary medical monitor to each study. The study number or short title is selected from a

popup picklist then the medical monitor is selected from a physician name popup picklist. This form

can then be retrieved in nonedit mode by the medical monitors or principal investigators to inform

who has responsibility to provide medical advisement and oversight for a particular study.

Although the computerized data entry forms described above are relatively few in number,

they provide for the explicit tracking of many indicators of test subject health and availability. All the

data entry forms can be utilized in a query mode. This is a powerful and easily learned method of

using blank data entry screens with search criteria entered into the data fields of interest. This results

in retrieval of records that satisfy the search criteria. Wild card characters can be used to facilitate

setting broad search criteria. After the computer retrieves the records meeting the search criteria, the

user can page up or down through all the retrieved records. This is useful for selected review or

editing of previously entered data. Retrieving and processing data from multiple tables, however,

requires database programming. This necessitates that the programmer have detailed knowledge of

the structure of and interrelationships between the database tables as well as the field names. Most

TSMDBS users, however, will not have the time or expertise to program complex SQL queries and

statistical operations, or reports that provide the results of interlinked multi-table queries or complex

processing. Therefore, commonly requested reports of this type are made available via a report

selection menu. Below is an example of the current reports menu. This list can be expanded to serve

specific information requirements of the various users Custom reports can be requested formally via

the TSMDBS Development and Maintenance Committee or informally by users negotiating directly

with the database system manager to define individualized report structures and appearances. The

committee approach, although less flexible and more bureaucratic, is more likely to ensure that

reports are standardized, satisfy legitimate defined and mutually agreed upon information

requirements, are not idiosyncratic, and do not violate Test Subject confidentiality.
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REPORTS MENU:

I REPORT NEWU for I
I TEST SUBJECT DATABASE I

Use ALT G to Toggle Betueen 8 & 132 Characters
when printing a report to the scren

1 -) STUDIES CURRENTLY IN PROI ES
Z -) TS IIFONRED CONSENT MlEETINGS
3 -) TS CLEARANCE STATUS FOR A SPECIFIED STUDY
4 -, STUDIES STARTING UITHIN * MONTHS
5 -) QUARTERLY TS MIEDICAL INCIDENT REPORT

EX -) qUIT

Report I lists all studies currently in progress, the study title, the principal investigator, the

location of the study, and the assigned test subjects. Report 2 lists the dates for Test Subject

informed consent meetings. Report 3 lists test subjects and their clearance status according to

current studies. Report 4 lists summary data about current research studies. Report 5 provides a

summary of study related medical incidents based on changes in TS clearances for studies

conducted during the most recent quarter. These reports provide columnar data listings as

illustrated in the simulated data screens below. Additional, more sophisticated reports can be

added to the menu or submenus as required.
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CURRENT STUDIES

RHRL IULT pj-. IflOM START 3=

Cold Weather Boots Endrusick Arctic Chamber x4567 VSA 416/%90

Body Meter Determination Harmon II zu x3456 1A9 5/23/%

Fibronectins and Heat Dubos Rm 328 x7891 V.2oW9 5/0.1,9

Piridostigmine 6 Endurance ]ilka RI 213 x6785 313oo9 V3

TEST SUBJECT INFORMED CONSENT MEETINGS

n-i HURcS TITLE

12 Oct 89 Young 4567 Salt Depletion end Heat Stress

15 Dec 89 Armstrong 3456 Exercise Induced Cutaneous Vesodilation

12 Feb 90 Pruzacyck 4989 Pyridostigmine Effects on Adaptation to Cold
Mater Eumersion

25 Mar 90 Stephenson 4783 Effects of Sleep Deprivation on Uars geather
Acclimatization

30 Jun 90 Hags 4651 Carbohydrate Loading for Endurance Exercise
Testing
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TS CLIAFA4E STATUS

HURC* 3124
TITLE: Effects of Dehydration on Mork Capacity
?.I.: Hike Sauka
Location: Tropic Chamber

InTSULTmuEc. CLEANED7

Vindewald. Mark v

Bradstreet, James V

Cutlip, Dennis H

Hartman, Jeff V

Williams, levin V

June-Sept 90 TEST SUBJECT MEDICAL INCIDENT SUIIAYV page 1

w= uithdawn t--temporarily withdraun n=evalueated 4 treated but not uithdram
+ study related - not study related

lof
SLL ]U Action ates
372 Moore 6 u + Metatarsal stress fracture

395 Stephenson 8 n + Slight hematochezia after passage of
temperature pill.

403 Wenger 8 u - Hetacarpal fracture
t + Diaphragmatic discomfort
t + Heat stress related nausea A vomiting
n + Xnee pain
n* +Knee pain
n - Sinus headache
n + Lower back pain

416 Stephenson 8 a + Contact dermatitis from methyl xalicylate iodine
* + Contact dermatitis from methyl salicylate iodine
n + Contact dermatitis from methyl salicylate iodine
n + Contact dermatitis from methyl salicylate iodine
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TEST SUBJECT MEDICAL INCIDENT SLMIIUY page 2

Total * of TSs: 30

Study Non-study Total
Perma•ent lI withdrawm: 3 1 4
Temporarily withdraun: 3 0 3

Evaluiated but not witidrawn: 8 I 9

Total medical incidents 14 2 16

RESULTS

A trial of the TSMDBS lasted approximately two months. This trial demonstrated the

feasibility of the TSMDBS. User testing confirmed the relative ease of gaining entry into the

system via modem from the NRDEC clinic and environmental chambers as well as direct access

via PCs in the USARIEM computer center. The most significant problems were related to poor

compliance with data entry responsibilities, lack of user confidence in their computer skills, and

lack of experience with the use of modems and database systems. Excessive delays in connecting

to the VAX via modems as well as slow data access and transmission rates (2400 baud) were

sources of significant user frustration. The data transaction delays were often a function of the

number of individuals simultaneously using the DEC VAX 780. The subsequent changeover to

the DEC VAX 6510 with higher processing speed and larger memory capabilities has greatly

improved the database performance.
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DISCUSSION

The TSMDBS was designed to improve the tracking of research study related risks and

medical incidents as well as improve the coordination of medical care provided to test subjects by the

physically dispersed and peripatetic NRDEC and USARIEM physicians. This database system was

implemented on the USARIEM DEC VAX computer with the Oracle Professional Database

Development System.

A trail run of the initial version of the TSMDBS proved that the system worked and was

accessible from the USARIEM PC user center, the NRDEC clinic, as well as from the TSCoord's

office in the NRDEC climactic chambers building. From the very beginning of the design process, it

was anticipated that convincing the prospective users to enter their assigned shares of data into the

system would be a major factor determining the success of the TSMDBS. There was indeed

resistance to entering data into the TSMDBS despite considerable effort to facilitate the data entry

by using the prevailing paper-based data collection formats as templates for the TSMDBS's computer

screen data entry forms. Users were provided written instructions on the use of the TSMDBS and

many users were also supported with personal tutorials.

Suggestions for further development and implementation include the following:

" Avoid wire-based modems by use of wireless links and palm-top or pen-based light weight and

portable computers for the principal users (Roth, 1994).

"* A palm size computer should integrate the TSMDBS with a PC based pager and messaging

software package.

"• Explore the feasibility of inserting the TSMDBS as a component of the P2NBC2-USARIEM

Soldier Performance Database to eliminate redundancy in TS demographic information and

study summary data.
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APPENDIX A: DATA FIELDS

UNITED STATES ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE
TEST SUBJECT MEDICAL DATABASE SYSTEM

This databasc is comprised of many tables.

f Fields are mandatory to commit a record
% Fields can be entered using list of values (ESC V)

TESTSUB TABLE: RESPONSIBILITY OF TEST SUBJECT COORDINATOR (TSCOORD & TSMD)

* TSNAME CHAR(35) Test Subject Name - Last, First Minit

* SSN CHAR(1 1) Social Security Number ###-##-####
ADDRESS CHAR(25) Home Address
CITY CHAR(15) City
STATE CHAR(2) State Abbrev.
ZIP CHAR(10) Zip Code #####-####
PHONE CHAR(13) Home Phone Number (###)###-####
RACE CHAR(I) A:Asian, B:Black, C:Caucasian, H:Hispanic, O:Other
SEX CHAR(l) F:Female, M:Male
DOB DATE Date of Birth
MOS CHAR(6) MOS
TDY CHAR(1) Permanent Party y/n
RECRUIT CHAR(25) Place Recruited From
ARRDATE DATE Date of Arrival
PCS DATE PCS Date
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* Fields are mandatory to commit a record

% Fields can be entered using list of values (ESC V)

STUDY TABLE: RESPONSIBILITY OF PRIMARY INVESTIGATOR (Pl)

* HURC CHAR(8) Study or Hurc Number

INFCON DATE Date of Informed Consent Meeting
* RECAP CHAR(20) Short Title
* TITLEI CHAR(78) Hurc Title

TITLE2 CHAR(78) Hurc Title Continuatin
*% PINAME CHAR(35) P~imary Investigator Name
*% LOC CHAR(20) Location of Study

TELNO CHAR(4) Telephone Extension
a BDATE DATE Beginning Date of Study

EDATE DATE Ending Date of Study

NUMSUB NUMBER(4) Number of Subjects in Study
LTEMP NUMBER(3) Low Temperature of Study (F)
HTEMP NUMBER(3) High Temperature of Study (F)
HUMID NUMBER(3) Percent Humidity of Study
ALT NUMBER(5) Altitude in Feet
WIND CHAR(4) Wind Velocity (m/s)

% CLOTH CHAR(20) Type of Clothing Used in Study
BLOOD NUMBER(4) Amount of Blood to be Drawn (cc)
MEDUSE CIIAR(20) Medications to be used in Study
SCHEDI CHAR(60) Exercise Schedule
SCHED2 CHAR(78) Exercise Schedule Continuation
SENS CHAR(78) Type of Sensors to be Used/Procedures
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* Fields are mandatory to commit a record
% Fields can be entered using list of values (ESC V)

TESTSTUDY TABLE: RESPONSIBILITY OF TEST SUBJECT COORINATOR (TSCOORD)
Eid I=r

*% HURC CHAR(8) Hurc or Study Number
RECAP CHAR(20) Short Title (fills in)

*% TSNAME CHAR(35) Test Subject Name

PHYSICIAN TABLE
PNAME CHAR(35) Physician Name Last, First Minit
RANK CHAR(3) Rank
DIV CHAR(3) Division Code
ROOM CHAR(4) Room #
TELNO CHAR(4) Telephone Extension
PAGE CHAR(4) Pager Telephone Number

PI TABLE

PINAME CHAR(35) Primary Investigator Name Last, First Minit

RANK CHAR(3) Rank
DIV CHAR(3) Division Code
ROOM CHAR(4) Room #
TELNO CHAR(4) Telephone Extension

LOCATION TABLE
* LOCATION CHAR(20) Location of Study
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Fields are mandatory to commit a record
% Fields can be entered using list of values (ESC V)

SOAP TABLE: JOINT RESPONSIBILITY OF TEST SUBJECT PHYSICIAN AND MEDICAL
MONITOR (TSMD & MEDMON)

CURDATE CHAR(9) System Date (filled in)
CURTIME CHAR(S) System Time (filled in)

*% TSNAME CHAR(35) Test Subject Name
*% HURC CHAR(8) Study or Hurc #

RECAP CHAR(20) Short Title (fills in)
HEART NUMBER(3) Heart Rate
BPI CHAR(3) Blood Pressure
BP2 CHAR(3) Blood Pressure
RESPRATE NUMBER(2) Respiratory Rate
TEMP NUMBER(3) Temperature
S1 CHAR(78) Symptoms and history of present illness: line 1
S2 CHAR(78) of" " " " line 2

01 CHAR(78) Objective findings: line 1
02 CHAR(78) 0 " line 2
03 CHAR(78) t " line 3
A CHAR(78) Assesment and diagnoses
P 1 CHAR(78) Plans, treatment, and disposition: line 1
P2 CHAR(78) of" " line 2

*% CLEARED CHAR(l) Subject Cleared?
WITHDR CHAR(I) Subject Withdrawn? WT,N
RELATED CHAR(1) Study Related? Y,N

% PNAME CHAR(35) Physician Name
% LOCATION CHAR(20) Location of Study
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* Fields are mandatory to commit a record
% Fields can be entered using list of values (ESC V)

MEDHIST TABLE: RESPONSIBILITY OF TEST SUBJECT PHYSICIAN (TSMD)
=Desrpdn

CURDATE DATE Current Date (fills in)
*% TSNAME CHAR(35) Test Subject Name

AGE NUMBER(3) Age (fills in-calculated from DOB field)
SEX CHAR(l) F, M (fills in from test subject table)
MED CHAR(65) Medications
ALLER CHAR(49) Allergies
PPD NUMBER(3) Packs of Cigarettes Smoked per Day
PMH1 CHAR(74) Past Medical History - line 1
PMH2 CHAR(74) Past Medical History - con't
PEI CHAR(74) Physical Exam - line 1
PE2 CHAR(74) Physical Exam - line 2
PE3 CHAR(74) Physical Exam - line 3
LABI CHAR(74) Lab Findings - line 1
LAB2 CHAR(74) Lab Findings - line 2
ECG CHAR(34) Electrocardiogram
CXR CHAR(34) Chest X-ray

*% CLEARED CHAR(l) Subject Cleared?

CLEARED TABLE

"* CLEARED CHAR(l) Clearance Code
" CLEAREDDESC CHAR(26) Clearance Description

C : CLEARED
I: INITIAL EXAM NOT COMPLETE
T : TEMPORARY ILLNESS
S : SENT TO HOSPITAL FOR EVAL
H: HOSPITALIZED
P : TESTS PENDING
E : PERIODIC EXAM NOT COMPLETE
0: OTHER

ASSIGN TABLE (Cheif medical monitor or USARIEM Medical Advisor)
Eied De tn

*% HURC CHAR(8) Study or Hurc #
RECAP CHAR(20) Short Hurc Title (fills in)
PINAME CHAR(35) PI Name (fills in)
BDATE DATE Beginning Study Date (fills in)

* CALLSTATUS CHAR(2) Call Status - OC on call; OS on sight

*% PNAME CHAR(35) Physician Name
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APPENDIX B: TSMDBS User Instruction Summary Handout

On the following pages are the user instructions for logging onto the USARIEM VAX and accessing the

TSMDBS. Also included are brief instructions for form-based queries, a reminder of the purposes of the

TSMDBS, a break down of data entry resposibilities, and some additional information for printing and

interfacing with a speadsheet.

These instructions sheets were reduced in size for the convenience of the user allowing-them to be folded

along a centerline and carried in a wallet or purse. An example of the reduced instructions follow the full size

pages.
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z S I! TS MEDICAL Dsms

_ .1.0 1/91 LOGONINSTRUCTIONS

1. Find a PC that can access the VAX (e.g. user center)

USERNAME:___
____M

ML AOPASSWORD:_ _ _

,. < .. =•• • o 2. Ch~oose a data entry form from th~e menu.

,, , o 3. Use the template and key combinations below to
,M, M enter, edit, save, or Query the data.

- - M C: C

: I D-" -

"0' Mu Mi ON M

LAur &rl ON CL nkn

Numeric Keypa3d Function Keys

U)

m- m - cm••o
& o= Ln V A L , oV 0

mqm

,<

1Wh

0

Mr r'

:5n -4 Ln' ;5 C



USARIEI's TEST SUBJECT MEDICAL DATABASE SYSTEM

Purposes: 1. Day to day tracking of test subject (TS) medical problems.
2. Tracking of TS study related risk exposure.
3. Mechanism for reporting medical incidents.
4. Facilitate the medical screening and clearance processes.
5. Facilitate the selection of test subjects with the desired

demograpic profile.
6. Expedite the assignment of TSs to studies.
7. Facilitate the assignment of physicians to studies.
8. Improve awareness w.r.t. study start and completion dates.
9. Repository of quick smamaries about studies.

10. Automatic generation of various medical and medical admin
reports.

II. Other.

DATA ENTRY RESPONSIBILITIES
(caveat: If entering a batch of forms, commit each one separately

by pressing F3 at the end of each form.)

TS Coordinator: I. TS demographics.
2. ASSignment of TSs to studies.
3. Timely updates to above.

TS Physician: 1. Initial. periodic,&special medical H&P
2. Medical assessment notes (SOAPS).
3. TS demographics if not done by above.

PIs (or designee): I. Synopsis of study via the study form.
2. Timely updates to the study form.
3. TS procedure and risk exposure form.

USARIEM Mds: I. Medical assessment notes (SOAPS) - -

Medical Advisor: 1. Assignment of physicians to stuclies.
2. Medical assessment notes prm
3. Updates to rosters & selection tables.

REPORTS & DATA QUERIES
1. Each category of user will have standard reports available for viewing

from the terminal. These can be selected from the Initial menw
2. Modified or custom reports can be designed upon request.
3. The query capabilities are very extensive, although you may need some

practice or assistance from the system administrator (Do•na Cardinal).
4 Only physicians can access the medical portion of the database.
5. Data can be down loaded to s2020, a VAX version of the Lotus 123

apreadsheet, this Is a powerful and easy way to manipulate data In the
database. To get Into 2020 type s2020 from the VAX prompt, type t2020
for the 2020 tutorial.

6. Use the print screen key for local print outs of forms. The Oracle print
sequence, esc p, routes the print job to a VAX print file that can then be
printed on the USARIEM user center printers.
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